
 

 

 

 

CLASS VI 

NAME OF CHAPTER: SORTING MATERIALS INTO GROUPS 

 

 

1st WEEK 

 

Day 1: Pg: 26 – 28  

  Step 1 

Study the following topics from textbook: 

4.1 Objects Around Us    

Activity 1  

Table 4.1 Objects and the materials they are made of  

Activity 2 

Table 4.2 Different types of objects that are made from the same material 

4.2 Properties Of Materials 

       

                                        

  Step 2 

 

Study the same topics in the following part of  Extra mark app: 

Ch-Sorting of materials into groups Detailed Learning   Understanding Concepts(1st 

video, objects around us) 

 

       

                              

  Step 3 

Clear your doubts (if any) from the subject teacher. 

  Step 4 

Revise using following bullet points: 

• Objects around us are made of different materials. These materials may be glass, metal, plastics, 

wood, cotton, paper, mud or soil, etc. 

• A given material could be used to make a large number of objects. For e.g.: wood can be used 

to make chair, table, plough, etc. 

• Different materials can be used to make an object. For e.g.: plate (thali) can be made of steel, 

glass, plastic, etc. 

• It is possible that an object could be made of a single material or combination of different types 

of materials. 

• We choose a material to make an object depending on its properties and the purpose for which 
the object is to be used. 

 

 

   

Step 5 

 

Solve questions1, 2 and 3given in NCERT text book page33(Write down the questions from the page 

mentioned and write their respective answers as given below in your chemistry copy) 

Answer1: Five objects which can be made from wood are table, chair, doors, boat and bed. 



Answer2: Glass bowl and steel spoon are shining objects. 

Answer3:  

                                  Objects                    Materials 

Book 

Tumbler 

Chair 

Toy 

Shoes 

Paper 

Glass and Plastic 

Wood and Plastic 

Plastic and wood 

Leather 

 

  

 

 

                                                         END OF DAY-1 

 

 

                                                    DAY 2: ASSESSMENT 

Practice questions to be written in fair copy: 

Q1. Name five objects that you can observe around you. 

Q2. Name the materials used to make (a) chair (b) water bottle (c) pencil box (d) book (c) pencil. 

Are these objects made up of the same material?  

Q3. Why a water bottle cannot be made up of cloth or paper? 

 

END OF DAY-2 

 

2ND WEEK  

 

 

Day 1: Pg: 28 - 30  

  Step 1 

Study the following topics from textbook: 

Appearance 

Activity 3 

Hardness    

Soluble or Insoluble? 

Activity 4 

Table 4.3 Mixing different solid materials in water 

Activity 5 

Table 4.4 Solubility of some common liquids in water    

                                        

  Step 2 

 

 Study the same topics in the following part of  Extra mark app: 

Ch-Sorting of materials into groups        Detailed Learning   Understanding Concepts[2nd  

video(Appearance of material), Hardness  ,and  4th video (Solubility of Substances)] 

 

 
       

                              

  Step 3 

Clear your doubts (if any) from the subject teacher. 



  Step 4 

Revise using following bullet points: 

• Different materials have different properties. 

• Properties on which materials are classified include: appearance; hardness; soluble or 

insoluble; float or sink; transparency 

• Appearance:  

*Some materials are shiny in appearance (ie. lustrous) while others are dull. 

*Materials that have such lustre are usually metals. 

*Iron, copper, aluminium and gold are examples of metals. 

*Metals often lose their shine and appear dull because of the action of air and moisture on 

them. 

• Hardness: 

 *Materials which can be compressed or scratched easily are called soft while materials 

which are difficult to compress are called hard. For eg: cotton or sponge is soft while iron 

is hard. 

• Soluble or insoluble: 

     *Some substances completely disappear or dissolve in water. These substances are said to 

be soluble in water. For eg: sugar is soluble in water. 

 

*Some substances do not mix with water and do not disappear even after we stir for a long time. 

These substances are said to be insoluble in water. For eg: chalk powder is insoluble in water. 

*Some liquids get completely mixed with water. For eg: vinegar mixes well with water. Some 

others do not mix with water and form a separate layer when kept aside for some time. For eg: 

kerosene does not mix with water. 

*Some gases are soluble in water whereas others are not. 

*Oxygen gas dissolved in water is very important for the survival of animals and plants that 

live in water. 

*Water plays an important role in the functioning of our body because it can dissolve a large 

number of substances. 

 
 

   

Step 5 

Solve questions 5, 6and 7given in NCERT text book page34(Write down the questions from the page 

mentioned and write their respective answers as given below in your chemistry copy) 

 

Answer5: a) (i) Round shaped-basket ball, globe. 
                   (ii) Other shapes- water, sugar, apple, orange, earthen pitcher 

                 b) (i) Eatables- water, orange, sugar and apple 
                     (ii) Non eatables- basketball, globe and earthen pitcher. 

Answer6:  List of items that float on water: paper, wood, thin plastic sheets, wax, ice, thermocol, oil. 

 List of items that float on an oil or kerosene: paper, thin plastic sheet, thermocol. 
Answer7: a) baby ( all others are nonliving) 

b) boat (all others are flowers)  

c) sand (all others are metals) 

 d) sand (all others are soluble in water) 

 

                                                         END OF DAY-1 

 

 



                                                    DAY 2: ASSESSMENT 

 

Practice questions to be written in fair copy: 

Q1. What is meant by ‘lustre’? 

Q2. Give two examples of metals. 

Q3. Why do metals often lose their lustre? 

Q4. State one difference between hard and soft materials. 

Q5. State one difference between soluble and insoluble materials in water. 

Q6. What are you likely to observe if the substances mentioned in the table are added to water? Put a 

tick mark (√) in the correct place in the table to indicate your answer. 

 

Sl. No. Name of the substance soluble 

in water 

insoluble 

in water 

1. Kerosene oil   

2. Saw-dust   

3. Vinegar   

4. Lemon Juice   

5. Coconut oil   

6. Chalk powder   

7. Sodium Chloride   

8. Sand   

9. Honey   

10. Glucose   

 

  

END OF DAY-2 

3rd WEEK  

 

Day 1: Pg: 30-32  

  Step 1 

 

 

Study the following topics from textbook: 

 Objects may float or sink in water 

Transparency 

Activity 6 

 

                                        

  Step 2 

 

 Study the same topics in the following part of  Extra mark app: 

Ch-Sorting of materials into groups        Detailed Learning   Understanding Concepts[ 3rd 

video (Objects lighter and heavier than water), 5thvideo(Transparency) and 6th video(Sorting materials 

into groups)] 

 

 

       

                              

  Step 3 

Clear your doubts (if any) from the subject teacher 



  Step 4 

Revise using following bullet points: 

• Float Or Sink: 

*Some materials (which are lighter than water) float in water while others (which are 

heavier than water) sink in water. For eg: dried leaves, kerosene etc float in water 

while a stone, honey etc sink in water. 

• Transparency: 

*The materials through which objects can be seen clearly and light can pass 

completely are known as transparent. For eg: glass, etc. 

* The materials through which objects cannot be seen and light cannot pass at all are 

known as opaque. For eg: wood, etc. 

* The materials through which objects can be seen, but not clearly and light can pass 

but not completely are known as translucent. For eg: paper smeared with oil, etc. 

• Materials are grouped together on the basis of similarities and differences in their 

properties.  

• Materials are grouped together for convenience, to study their properties and also 

observe any patterns in these properties.  

   

Step 5 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Solve question 4 given in NCERT text book page33-34(Write down the questions from the page 

mentioned and write their respective answers as given below in your chemistry copy) 

Answer4: i) false 

ii) false 

iii) false 

iv) true 

v) false 

vi) false 

vii) true 

viii) true 

 

 

                                                         END OF DAY-1 

 
 

 

                                                    DAY 2: ASSESSMENT 

 

 

Practice questions to be written in fair copy: 

 

Q1. Differentiate amongst transparent, translucent and opaque objects with one example of each type. 

Q2.  Put a tick mark (√) in the correct place in the table to indicate your answer. 

 

 

Sl. No. Name of the substance Transparent Translucent Opaque 

1. Frosted Glass    

2. Glass    

3. Metal plate    

4. Oiled paper    

5. Brick Wall    



                                                                                              4th  WEEK 

6. Alcohol    

7. Tracing Paper    

8. Air    

9. Tissue Paper    

10. Groundnut Oil     
 

END OF DAY-2 

Day 1: Pg: Short test on Chapter Sorting Materials Into Groups  

  Step 1 

 

 

Revise the bullet points of full chapter for 15mins. 

                                        

  Step 2 

          Answer the following questions: (each question carries 1mark)  

              1. Which of the following materials can be called soft? 

A. Cotton   B. sponge  C. Iron   D. both A & B 

2. Odd one out― 

A. Chalk powder B. Copper sulphate   C. Saw dust                D. Sand 

3. Which one of the following is transparent material? 

A. oiled paper   B. Air   C. Mirror   D. Tissue Paper 

4. Which of the following liquids will not mix with water? 

A. Vinegar   B. Glycerine    C. Lemon juice  D. Kerosene 

5. P, Q and R are three test tubes in which sugar, saw dust and ORS are added respectively in 

water. Select the correct option applicable to P, Q and R test tubes. 

               

         P                             Q                  R 

                      (Sugar)                          (Saw dust)                          (ORS)    

A. insoluble, insoluble, insoluble   B. soluble, soluble, insoluble  

C. soluble, insoluble, soluble    D. insoluble, soluble, soluble 



 

 

 

             6. Why are different materials like soap, eatables arranged in different shelves in a shop?  

7. “We generally notice lustre only on the freshly cut surface of metals.” Give reasons. 

8. Why do shopkeepers usually prefer to keep eatables in containers of glass? 

9. Why is sorting materials into groups considered to be useful? 

 

 

       

                              

End of day- 1 


